2006 nissan altima crank sensor

Excessive oil consumption is the main problem reported by owners. Nissan did a recall back in
for oil consumption due to bad piston rings, but many owners report to us that the recall didn't
fix the problem. The dealer only had to check the oil consumption rate. Typically 1 qt per 1,
miles is "acceptable" per OEM standards The Altima also has a defect trend of CVT
transmission failure showing up around the , mile mark. The car had been difficult to start
periodically before this. It got worse and worse until sometimes the damn thing would not start
until the fourth or fifth time. I was never sure if I was going to make it to work, or home from
work. I saw that there had been a service bulletin from Nissan on this, but when I called, the
dealer said neither they nor Nissan would pay for this. Like the gaping, rusty hole in my
floorboards, they admit there's a problem, but they won't fix it. Remember the days when the
foreign car manufactures put the U. Long story short Nissan indicated our vehicle was not on
the recall list? Then on June 23, with less than miles since the failure Engine light came on
Internal circuit failure in the crankshaft position sensor failed. Work completed by a large
dealership other then Nissan. I bought my car in it had 27, miles on it. I got it paid off in Dec of
last year. In it first died on me at intersection thank God I was at a stop sign it took a few tries
but I got it started again. Then last year my check engine light came on and a few days late it
nearly killed me because it died in the middle of the road. The check engine light come back on
and its started getting harder to start. I'm truly at a loss I'm so sick of it! The light is still on and
getting it to start is an act of Congress and half the time it dies for no reason. When I bought my
Altima I loved it it was such a good car, now I'm sick of the crap! My car never starts. Tons of
batteries in my past, every year. Stopped in the middle of an intersection, we almost got hit by a
car three times. I thought the sensor would be replaced because of the recall on it. Apparently
Nissan stated it wasn't my vin. I was very upset. Same problem for years but not my vin. That's
crap. I had a Nissan Latina I loved so I got this Well it's a nightmare. I'd be better getting a car
from a junk yard. I just keep putting money in this car it's awful. I'm so upset by the customer
service at Nissan. I use to be their biggest fan. Well now I'm their biggest enemy. My daughter
and I almost died 3 times in this car because of failures. I'm so happy GOD saved us. My car
started out my having the check engine light on and being hard to start. After trying a few times
it would eventually start, but it got so it took longer and longer to get it started now it won't start
at all. It turns over, but it won't catch. A mechanic hooked it up to a computer and it said it was
the crankshaft position sensor. I bought this and when trying to install it, it was found to not fit,
but was tried to make it fit, so it messed up the plug in connector. I bought a new one, but no
luck getting it started. Then I was told I needed a cam shaft sensor. This was installed, but car
still won't start. Now I'm told it's the fuel filter. Has anyone else had these same problems, but
were able to get the car fixed. My Altima has , miles on it, so I'm happy that I haven't had any
crippling issues, however, this car definitely has engine sensor issues that can be really
dangerous. Today, the engine died at low speeds at least 10 times. We pulled over for a while,
checked to see what shops were open none locally on a Saturday , then resumed driving. After
a few more stalls, we mapped out a route across the city that didn't involve major streets. The
car drove for at least 15 miles and 30 minutes without another stall. I have a feeling this will be a
sporadic problem. It didn't ever stall at high speeds, and it cranks just fine every time. The
alternator was putting out This doesn't seem like an alternator problem, and I'd probably waste
a lot of money investigating it. It is a scary safety vulnerability, and unfortunately, I will only be
able to drive the car to work for a while i. Six months ago, the car wouldn't crank. It seemed as if
it had a clogged fuel filter. After letting the starter crank for about 30 seconds and giving it some
gas, it finally lurched into a normal engine idle, and the issue NEVER happened again. That's
the weird thing about these problems: I don't think they're predictable. I believe the stories of
others: that their problems persist after having the prescribed "repairs" made. I think it's a
design flaw that Nissan can't actually fix. I can verify that the models are not on the factory
recall, at least according to the dealer we called. It's just sad that now cars are most susceptible
to computer problems, not mechanical problems. I'll probably continue to use it as a work car,
since it's paid off. This leaves a bad taste in my mouth, though. I think it's hard for modern cars
to last past 5 years. I'm not sure if I'll get another Nissan, because it's obvious that there is a
problem and they don't seem to be proactive in solving it and protecting drivers. So I bought my
used Nissan Altima back in ; miles for a seemed like a steal; everybody told me what a great car
it was and I would be soooooo very happy by being its owner My car is parked outside right
now and I pray to God it will start up tonight to get me home. Its silly that in all other cars the
censors will go but the car itself will still function; with nissan altima's once the censors go you
are out of luck. Very very very very very disappointed Since I bought my car I always felt noises
inside my car as hydraulic lifters valve empty, but this king of cars doesn't have hydraulic
lifters, and this noises were only when the car was cold, after almost 7 minutes warming the
noises disappear. For years I was commenting to the dealer about that but they never feeling

nothing. Today Nov. Right now checking the web site, the Nissan recalls I checked that the
sensor Position of the Crankshaft was on recall from and I never received any notice from
Nissan about that unless the dealer didn't check under their history if my problem was under
this recall. Do you think that they have to recognize the recall and reimburse my money? Since
then it has been in and out of the shop for recalls. My problem now is the check engine light is
on and my car shut off on me in the middle of the road. I popped into Auto Zone to check it out
and it is the crankshaft sensor. There is a recall for this on the Altima's but mine is not included.
So I am supposed to pay I don't think so. And I should not have to pay for this repair! I bought
the Altima used because I have heard a lot of wonderful things about Nissans. About one week
after I bought the car I tried to start it to go to work. The car turned over several times but would
not start. This now occurs daily. I never get into the car thinking it will start right up. The car sat
at his shop for three days and he never had a problem with it starting so he couldn't fix it. Sure
enough the car constantly leaves me in a panic because it never starts right away. So, now I'm
not sure what to do. I bought a new car because I was constantly getting stranded and having to
fix my old one. I'm about to push my altima off a cliff. I new I should have stayed with Toyota. I
had this same problem when my car had 29, miles. Nissan repaired under warranty. That's
definitely not a good sign. Well, it happened again today. I told them that I had a problem with
paying anything. I asked if he didn't see a pattern? Every 30, miles? He said no. I told him to
look it up on the internet. There is a huge issue the Nissan is not addressing. I had no choice
but to repair. I ask you this, what if my car would have died in the middle lane on the interstate?
I probably wouldn't be typing this. That is scary? Are they going to wait until someone wrecks
to address this issue? Is this another "Toyota Like" cover Up??????????? I find it extremely
hard to believe that I am subjected to replacing a catalytic converter for a Nissan Altima which I
purchased new in May I have read hundreds of complaints about the catalytic converter and the
crankshaft sensor problems with the Nissan Altima. My car just started to bucking while driving
on the interstate and not starting with no warning. According to the representative, Nissan is
investigating this problem and will issue reimbursement to owners who make the repairs. I will
follow up with Nissan every 2 weeks for the next several months until the problem is resolved.
On previous models of the Nissan Altima, this problem was so bad that Nissan actually issued a
recall. This is a dangerous malfunction, the car will stop, no matter how fast you are driving,
and you could lose complete control of the vehicle. Luckily, my daughter who is only 18 was not
traveling very fast, but she was scared to death. What was scarier? Hearing that my purchased
extended warranty wasn't going to pay, and also Nissan of North America basically telling me
they were sorry. I am seeking restitution with the BBB, and if that doesn't work, I will hire a
lawyer. I'm sick of being shafted by dealers and big corporations, while my life and my child's
are at stake. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 7
reports dealership repaired 5 reports repair sensors 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread
the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has
added a helpful site for this Altima problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Nissan mechanic Read
reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send
Comment Add Complaint. Comment Disabled Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what
you are looking for? Search for something else:. All the modern vehicles have the crankshaft
position sensor. It also sends a report to the engine control unit so that the latter can make the
right adjustments should anything is malfunctioning. Many engine models stop functioning if
this component fails to send accurate signals. So, you may understand how important it is for
the sensor to work without any glitch. It can come on for various reasons and sensor problem is
one of crankshaft position sensor symptoms. Sometimes, it stops working due to overheating
and causes the check engine light to turn on. In that case, cooling down the engine for some
time will cool off the sensor too and turn the light off. A failed sensor means no monitoring for
the crankshaft position. It causes the engine to start vibrating heavily. Ultimately, the juddering
can affect the engine power and mess with the recording of mileage. It means there will be a gap
between the computer receiving data and applying it. For this reason, the accelerator hesitates
and does not give a real-time response. The computer receives a malfunction code when the
sensor is completely gone. The starting problem could be the result of electrical connection or
circuit problems too. Failing sensor cannot provide correct information about the piston
position, causing one of the cylinders to misfire. An issue with the spark plug will also draw the
same response. However, if the problem persists after handling all the other issues, the sensor
is likely to be the culprit. In this case, your car will still run but the engine will turn off after some
time. The misfiring will also occur the same way. If you keep ignoring the signs, the engine will
shut off permanently. How to test Crankshaft and Camshaft Position Sensors? Check out the
video below:. Tsukasa Azuma is an awesome car blogger of Car From Japan. He owns a car
repair shop at downtown Osaka, and he put all that experience to good use in his sharing posts.

Thanks a lot for you effort on giving us the technical know-how on finding solutions on our
Vehicles. I had crankshaft position sensor replaced after town and country stalled. The next day
I picked up my van; the engine stalled before I left the parking lot. I had to get the crankshaft
position sensor replaced; because the first crankshaft position sensor was defective. Start a
second time, Tennessee minutes later a slight jerk in acceleration, and engine light came on,
two hours later, start engine, drove and two minutes later engine stalled. Could this be same
problem? They said that the failure of the engine was due to the falling out of the bolt securing
the VTU. I have a bmw x5 and the signal is reading between 0 and 12 v, could be a ground issue
in some cable? I get signal to high code in bank 2. I have zd30 dd engine starts fine after
starting engine revs goes up and then like after 10 seconds oh when u press the speed pedal
then the idle becomes normal but engine misses and when u press the speed pedal it never
crossed rpm. So I know is not that any suggestions on what it could be maybe a Fuel injector a
bad coil or a sensor. I had this happen to my Cherokee sport. I pulled the plugs and noticed
Cylinders 1,2, and 4 have almost no fuel, while cylinders 3, 5 and 6 have fuel. I think when the
fuel gets that low, and especially with old injectors, that the injectors get to hot and fry
themselves. Check for fuel coming out of the injectors. Ive already orderd new Bosch 4 port
injectors, and im going to install them tomorrow. I have a Honda Jazz with automatic
transmission. Servicing has been carried out recently. There is still some 30, Km before the
change of gear oil is due. The car has been jerking and stalling so a new crankshaft position
sensor has been put. Unfortunately, the problem is still occurring. I shall most appreciate to
receiving a professional help and advice. Thanks so much. Probably a stupid question say your
engine does shut off permanently would changing the senser get it to work again or is it bye
bye car and get a new one. I have an Audi s3 with a cam sensor problemâ€¦. Did you solve your
problem and what was the reason for this problem? Timing belt jumped a tooth, chain guide
broke down? Did you check compression? So I just replaced a crank shaft position sensor and
after one day of running good it would not crank for a whole day I took it out and it had a dent in
it what could be causing my problem. We got the bottom one replaced but after about an hour of
driving, the dashboard shows a battery light icon and the engine stalls, and after a few minutes
it can start again and does behave same way when the engine is hot. The engine also vibrates
ocassionally on acceleration. Please help me with the right advice on how to go about it, and
specification of the sensor it would also require. Thank you! Hello, I have a Chevrolet K 7. When
I pulled the connector from the sensor, there was a large amount of oil inside. The truck does
not have any other symptoms then low acceleration problems, hard starting and may be
running rich. Thoughts please? I have a 94 K with a TBI , and it was having acceleration
problems. I pulled the TBI and cleaned it out and it helped. I have E compressor ESP defective
visit work shop massage display on the board. I have a Mitsubishi Grandis eng: 4G64 , import it
from Trust Japanese Vehicles, my car does not start anymore, it cranks only, got mechanics to
check Fuel Filter, Spark plugs, ignition coils, camshaft sensor, throttle sensor, ECU and all
seems to be working, but Crankshaft Sensor was not checked. Before all this, I washed my car
engine and the only problem was, the car has no engine power when accelerated. Hi my name is
Dave i have got a 2. So i am asking your advice what am i meant to do 1 mechanic thinks that it
is the timing chain and he wants to fit a new one but my vehicle is only 5 years old. Good day
my polo 6 gave me crank sensor error I changed it two days later the error comes up again and
car takes long to start after a lot of cranking Please help. Why do people ask questions here
when no one replies??? You can read this, yes! When I got it back from the shop it ran for about
1 hour very rough though. Now it is leaking transmission fluid heavily and running much worse
then when I took it in. It will not leak if I take the cap off the radiator though. I really need some
help here. The radiator is supposed to carry heat away from the transmission cooler. It sounds
like there is a leak or rupture between the two, and the steam pressure in the radiator is forcing
transmission fluid out from another leak. What would be the cause of wear on the crankshaft of
a five year old diesel engine with ,km. It is a D4D toyota corolla. It backfires sometimes when
cranking. Once it starts it runs fine with no issues. I am glad that you explained how a delayed
response from your accelerator can point to a problem with your sensors. My son travels all
around the country to look for landscape photos to sell off of the internet. His business
depends heavily on his vehicle, so it will be wise of him to take notice of any abnormalities of
his car and taking action immediately. Should he experience any delays on his accelerator, I will
be sure to advise him to get his vehicle into the car repair shop immediately to avoid prolonged
downtimes for his business. Thank you for this good content, I have a problem with my car
sometimes it turnes off when I stop and the gear is in Drive mode. I start it and turns on again. I
have changed its cranckshaft sensor with a new one 6 months ago because it was faulty. I want
to know if this problem can occure from the new cranckshaft sensor or not? Why would
replacement of the crankshaft sensor fix my grand Cherokee for a couple days then back to the

flashing check engine light and violent misfire from the engine. If the crankshaft position sensor
was fail the vgt actuator was being stuck also and not functioning? If I put the car into gear and
move it forwards, then select neutral then most times it will start. Is this a sensor problem or a
tempremental stater motor? The battery is brand new. I have a question about troubleshooting
after a crank position sensor was replaced on a Jeep Cherokee Grand Loredo I replaced the
sensor what an absolute pain of a job it was!!! It almost started a few times but has trouble
cranking and backfires. The concern now is if the sensor was against the flywheel the
temporary paper gasket will have bee ground off and pushing it closer to the flywheel will
damage the sensor. Any advice on whether the problems would be caused by the sensor being
too far away from the flywheel and how I could check this without removing the sensor again. It
really is a painful job that would be so much easier if I had thinner forearms :. Is it possible to
not have spark if the crank sensor has failed?? Do you know where the crankshaft position
sensor is located on a chevy Malibu with the EcoBoost engine? We recently had a mouse that
decided to chew through the wires going to the camshaft position sensor on our Toyota Rav. It
happened at about the time for the 50, mile service checkup so the service engine light has
been on for about a week. So I headed straught fr the service shop. Almost by accident the tech
noticed that the check engine light would not go off and looking very closly at the CPS
connector he saw that all 3 wires had been chewed through just a scleanely as a wirecutter. It
was an amazine sight to see how tightly the cut was made. My question is why didnt i see a
single tiny bit of malfunction during the time i have been driving yet had no camshift sensor.
Everything worked perfectly! Does this mean Toyota is an extremely wellmade vehicle or was i
just very lucky? As a side question why would a mouse do something like that anyway? I have a
mitsubishi Colt Club Cab 3L I V6, one coil pack is not firing, I swapped it with another one and
coil pack is good, it spark when the engine is cold but when warm it does not spark. Mechanic
replaced camshaft positioning sensor. Hi there, please help me. I have a Honda CRV 2. Has run
perfectly for the last 10 years, never any problem. Then I was having trouble with it not starting
at first go, engine would crank over but not start straight away, but eventually would. So,
though it might be a dud battery, which I had replaced. Seemed ok for a short time, then started
doing it again. Took to a mechanic who thought the only thing could be the crank sensor, which
he replaced 4 days ago. Couple of goes, got it started again, put it in reverse and engine cut out
straight away. Now I am too scared to drive it in case this happens when I am driving. Does
anyone have any ideas as to what to look at now. Any advice would be greatly appreciated.
Regards Carole Adelaide South Australia. Hi i got an accent 1. Do you have any suggestions? I
change 1 camshaft sensor. I have a Toyota four runner 3. Made sure the plugs were all the way
in and tight. Need some direction. Yes you can get a brand new faulty crank position sensor â€¦
a common problem.. Also if your computer literate.. I have read that the computer has to be
calibrated to the new sensors. Pls hi am having broblems about transmission hard to shift from
first to third n fourth gear. Am having code p n engine signal can u help me Owusu from Ghana.
Could a faulty crankshaft sensor cause engine to cut out only to restart when key is turned off
and then back on. Hello I have a question about my kia sportage I bought the truck already
misfiring and no good starter fixed starter and change the coils and spark plugs, and wires also
it got a little better but some other problems started showing up it will start! But idles very
rough. P wich I believe is computer related and my question is could it be my crank shaft
sensor? I have a diagnostics machine code reader so if there is some kind of testing I could try?
If you could point me in the right direction would be very much appreciated!! I have a maxima se
it starts for a few seconds then dies. I have already replaced the fuel pump. What could be my
problem? I could desperately use some help here. About a year ago, my check engine light
came on, the code showed the issue was with the crankshaft position sensor, so I had it
replaced. Things were fine for about 6 months, then the check engine light came on again, the
code was once again for an issue with the crankshaft position sensor, so I took it back to the
same mechanic, who thought it could have just been a bad sensor, and he replaced it again, for
free. Things were fine for about another 5 or 6 months, and then about 4 weeks ago, the check
engine light started coming on again, and once again the code was for a the crankshaft position
sensor, specifically, P Crankshaft Position Sensor: A Circuit Malfunction. I went back to the
same mechanic who does have great credentials , and this time he said it cant be the sensor
since he replaced it twice. This is not an appealing option, either monetarily or time-wise. Any
advice on what to do at this point would be greatly appreciated. I have a Pontiac G8 GT, with
about 75, miles on it. In y honda accord , my car showed the engine sign. It came wit h the
triangle sign as well. Also my car slew down and did not speed up also did vibration. When I
checked it with the computer it showed crank shaft and misfire. I took my car to get tuning so it
can fix the misfire cylander. After tuneup my issue remained and I changed the crankshift
sensor. My car start to run smoothly and showed no issue. However after few days problem

came back. I took to another mechanic he told me to put V tech gas. After that my car started to
run fast but I could feel car is not that smooth. So my question is now what else is going on in
my car that car sometime show the issue and sometime it goes away. Hello, I have a chevy
malibu ls, 2. What now, were does this go were does it end??????? Leave A Reply Cancel
Reply. Login with Google. Likes Followers Followers. Import used cars directly from Japan.
Maintenance Tips. By Tsukasa Azuma Last updated Jan 6, Tsukasa Azuma. You might also like
More from author. Prev Next. Joe Kashiwa says 3 years ago. Dear sir, Thanks a lot for you effort
on giving us the technical know-how on finding solutions on our Vehicles. Thanks in advance,
Joe. Tawanda says 3 years ago. Thanks for the advices also whats the best machine for
japanese cars. Cindy says 3 years ago. Rachel Williams says 3 years ago. Hello, I am reading
your blog and I am really enjoying it. I am not car savvy and I have a weird situation. My Toyota
Camry engine blew up the day after a service and oil leak was fixed. The insurance company
has declined my claim. But, I think they are still related. I can send you more documentation and
photos. RG says 3 years ago. Can the crankshaft sensor get overheated and make the car not
wanting to start? Afroz says 3 years ago. Gabino tobias says 3 years ago. Sage Pope says 2
years ago. Alice Chung says 3 years ago. A fool says 3 years ago. Unless it manages to bend a
connecting rod, seize, or start dropping valves, it will be fixable. Jess says 3 years ago. Clear
the code and see if it resurfaces. Red says 2 years ago. Brandon wratherspoon says 3 years
ago. Esam says 3 years ago. Dickson Jombo says 3 years ago. Phillip O says 3 years ago. Ejaz
Ahmed says 2 years ago. Jeff Schnaars says 2 years ago. Would a faulty crank angle sensor
cause no pulse signal on two cylinders. Will a faulty crank angle sensor cause a no pulse signal
on two cylinders. Owen says 2 years ago. Hi, I have a Mitsubishi Grandis eng: 4G64 , import it
from Trust Japanese Vehicles, my car does not start anymore, it cranks only, got mechanics to
check Fuel Filter, Spark plugs, ignition coils, camshaft sensor, throttle sensor, ECU and all
seems to be working, but Crankshaft Sensor was not checked. Please help. Diane says 2 years
ago. Andy Itodo says 2 years ago. Joe says 2 years ago. Ann says 2 years ago. Betty Polasky
says 2 years ago. Brian Stockham says 2 years ago. John Jackson says 2 years ago. Kit
Hannigan says 2 years ago. Ali Salimi says 2 years ago. Stephen howard says 2 years ago. Pat
says 2 years ago. Raymond says 2 years ago. LG Harvey sr says 2 years ago. Roger Morrisroe
says 2 years ago. John says 2 years ago. Wayne Guyton says 2 years ago. Christian says 2
years ago. Shelby Neff says 2 years ago. Mike G says 2 years ago. Debbie says 2 years ago.
Paul says 2 years ago. Dennis Toman says 2 years ago. Mike Helvestine says 2 years ago.
Brenda Busby says 2 years ago. Tanisha Hayes says 2 years ago. Carole Tune says 2 years ago.
Feizal khan says 2 years ago. Chyno says 2 years ago. Mom says 2 years ago. Owusu says 2
years ago. Kenneth Clements says 2 years ago. Ivan says 2 years ago. Demarcco Guiden says 2
years ago. Nick Hocker says 2 years ago. Aammi says 2 years ago. Leave A Reply. CFJ Kenya.
CFJ Mozambique. CFJ Malawi. CFJ Tanzania. Iwamotocho F, Chiyoda, Tokyo, Japan About Us
Corporate Overview. Why Choose Us. Voice of Client. Bank Accounts. Others How to buy.
Glossary of Terms. Shipping Schedule. Recommend me a Car. Our Certificates. Privacy Policy.
Condition of Use. Sign in. Car Review. Welcome, Login to your account. Forget password?
Remember me. Sign in Recover your password. A password will be e-mailed to you. Nissan
Altima owners have reported 83 problems related to crankshaft position sensor under the
electrical system category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please
check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Nissan Altima based on all problems reported
for the Altima. My vehicle's check engine light came on one day so I took it to a mechanic and
they said it was the crankshaft sensor so they replaced it. Then right after I left my light came
back on and I took it to the mechanic again and he said it was the same code for the crankshaft
sensor. After checking it again the mechanic said there is some sort of eletrical problem there
because it tells him to"check circuits" but even after messing around with the circuits my light
is still on. See all problems of the Nissan Altima. Error codes through sensor warnings, I replace
one sensor now another sensor error. I'm about Car won't run longer than 30 mins. Replaced
crank shaft sensor and app sensor. Cause: verified customers concern. Checked for dtcs and
found multiple dtcs dtc written on ro. Cleared dtcs and none returned after test drive. Vehicle
did feel a bit sluggish on first test drive. Checked fluid levels and found oil level a bit low. Also
noticed drives floor mat tucked under gas pedal. Removed floor mat and test drove again.
Vehicles acceleration feels normal. Went to steep hill to duplicate customers concern. Could not
verify customers concern. Again, correction: replaced both cam position sensors as well as the
crank position sensor. Cleared all dtcs and test drove vehicle no dtcs returned. Vehicle drives
fine with no issues. Takata recall my car keeps dying out of no where. The battery light is on,
the oil light is on, the service engine light is on. I went to oreillys and said it was the crankshaft
position sensor:. Vehicle was being drove down major highway when all of the sudden it loses
all power, get off highway on edge put it in park, turn key completely off and try to restart car

fails to start check engine light comes on and stays. Get code pulled shows crankshaft position
sensor a. Get the crankshaft position sensor replaced and code cleared. Head home with car,
does same exact thing that happened while on the highway in town. Have had everything else
looked at and no one knows what to do to fix the problem. Car acts as if it's hard to start ever
since this happened. Definitely won't be taking it out of town until something is done. Car will
sit and crank and crank then eventually decides to start. Starter isn't issue it was previously
replaced not even 2 months ago due to it going out. My car briefly stalls when I drive highway in
everyday. Mechanics said it is crankshaft sensor issue. I changed it with my expense in but
same problem happens again. When I call Nissan, it said my car is not under recall. The contact
owns a Nissan Altima. While driving 65 mph, the vehicle hesitated to accelerate and stalled
without warning. The contact coasted the vehicle over to the side of the road. The vehicle was
towed to the contact's residence. The vehicle was taken to the dealer where it was diagnosed
that the crankshaft and cam sensor failed and needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired.
The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was 85, Last
year, I noticed my service engine light had appeared. I had the code checked and it was the
crank shaft sensor. I had this part replaced and it drove fine for a while. About two months ago,
this light came back on and the sensor had gone bad again. This causes my car so drive very
sluggish and go dead when driving at a low rate of speed. I contacted them and they said my
car wasn't covered under their recall and they refuse to help me. This is the 2nd time this has
gone bad. I think my car should be covered as well. I was able to put my car in park and restart
the car. A few days later, it took 3 attempts before my engine started. After a diagnostic, the car
displayed codes p crankshaft position sensor and p engine speed circuit signal sensor. After
doing much research I found hundreds of complaints online with similar issues! I input my VIN
to see if my vehicle was under recall and it wasn't. After seeing hundreds of the same
complaints, why hasn't their been a recall? I was driving on the highway with my kids in the car
when my car shutoff all of a sudden. I was not able to get it started and cars were whizzing by
me. Finally after several tries that seemed like forever, the car started and I took the first exit off
the highway. Then once I made it off the highway the car check engine light came on. I made it
back home but the car would not start properly. It comes on and then shutoff or stays on for a
few minutes and then makes a sound like its going to cutoff if you put it in gear. My family could
have been killed if this would have happened during rush hour. Something needs to be done.
These parts seem to continuously go bad and endanger the safety of everyone. I have less than
70, miles on this car. While driving, the vehicle stalled without warning. The vehicle was taken to
a dealer. The technician diagnosed that the crank sensor needed to be replaced. The vehicle
was not repaired. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was
unknown. The VIN was unavailable. Tl-the contact owns a Nissan Altima. The contact stated
while driving at various speeds mph, the vehicle starts to decelerate as the check engine
warning light illuminated. The failure recurred numerous times. The vehicle was taken to an
independent mechanic where it was diagnosed that the crank position sensor or cam position
sensor failed and needed to be replaced. The failure mileage was 88, The contact stated that
while driving at approximately 45 mph, the vehicle stalled at a traffic light and the check engine
light illuminated. The failure occurred on a daily basis. The vehicle was taken to a independent
mechanic where it was diagnosed that the vehicles crankshaft position sensor needed to be
replaced but it was not repaired. The manufacturer was made aware of the issue. The failure
mileage is 86, She was on the millard e. Tidings bridge when she had to slow for an accident.
While slowing, her car just shut down and would not start. She was stuck in the left lane of I on
the bridge. The check engine light kept coming on when she tried to restart the car and the car
would not start. Aaa was called but the police had to shut down I to push her from the left lane
to the right hand shoulder past the bridge. She was towed to baltimore and the vehicle was
dropped at a repair facility. The next day it was diagnosed with a bad crankshaft position sensor
and repaired. I researched and there is a recall by Nissan for this very problem for our year and
engine Altima. When I called Nissan, they indicated our vehicle was not involved in the recall.
Can it get any more dangerous than an interstate on a summer weekend? I'm lucky my daughter
handled the entire ordeal calm and collectedly or there could have been serious consequences.
Can you get Nissan to acknowledge a larger pool of defective vehicle and to expand the scope
of the recall? If the interruption in the signal from the crankshaft position sensor is so brief that
the electronic control module ecm logic does not have time to diagnose the condition, the
engine may stop running without warning while the vehicle is driven at a low speed increasing
the risk of a crash. I have had this issue times where the car wouldn't start or shut off while
driving decreasing in speed. Problems: service engine soon light, no start condition, reduced
engine power, stopped running during vehicle operation. Car was parked and when started
would not go over rpm - would not back out of the parking space. After several attempts at

restarting it I was able to drive it to my local mechanic for him to check why the service engine
soon light was on. Code he received did not give him any information so he turned the light off
and I continued driving the car. On June 26, the engine stalled as I pulled up to a stop light.
After putting the car in park and turning on my emergency blinkers it began running again. No
service engine soon light came on. The next day the car failed to start. After several attempts it
started and this has happened multiple times since then. A recall notice for all of these specific
problems had been issued in December of For Altimas manufactured between June and June
My Altima was manufactured in October and I purchased it in November I was told by Nissan
when I called on June 27, that my vehicle was not included in that recall even though all of the
consequences of the recall were documented on my car. I did receive a recall notice in February
of at which time the local dealer reprogramed the ecm r Not sure that worked because in July
the service engine soon light came on - took it to repair shop which replaced the crank position
sensor which could have been defective also since all of these problems are occuring. I paid out
of pocket for the same thing others are getting repaired by Nissan for free. Recall no. R and 03v
describe these problems. Crank shaft position sensor had to be replaced due to engine not
starting at times, and cutting out at stop lights which was a safety issue in traffic. After talking
with Nissan I was informed that this VIN number was not included jn campaign number 07v and
I feel it should have been. I had purchased the car in April of from a Toyota used car dealership
and started experiencing the problem shortly thereafter. Please help me recover my money for
repairs. Did check engine light repair fixed crank position sensor. I drive to the store car shuts
down to 5mph I pull over reset check engine light then it works fine. Hi, I am the owner of a
Nissan Altima. I have owned this car since I reviewed service records from prior to my
purchase. There has been an extremely large amount of issues with this vehicle. I'm an engineer
and fully understand the mechanics of a vehicle. This sensor was a faulty design from the
beginning in which oil could enter inside the sensor, therefore causing a short and disabling the
entire vehicle while in motion. This actually happened to me and was a terrifying experience.
But in order to save millions of dollars, Nissan would not include the warrantied replacement of
the faulty crankshaft sensor design magnet sensor. New and improved means the properly
designed version. That is a bad enough experience. I recently experienced my vehicle stalling
as I was driving. It took several minutes for me to restart leaving me venerable to a vehicle
crash. The same evening I learned of recall 07v The following day I brought my vehicle to a
Nissan dealership to have the recall resolved. They advised the recall only covers
reprogramming computer not replacing defective crank sensor. I feel that reprogramming
computer will not resolve safety issue as the sensor is defective and could fail even with
reprogramming computer. I was charged Dealer refused to replace defective part. To my
understanding many other Altima owners experience this same problem and are forced to pay
for defective parts that fail. Dealer did not offer to reprogram computer they insisted that only
replacing the defective part would resolve my issue which was not covered by recall. I was
sitting at a red light and when it turned green I went to go and my car stalled out. My check
engine light came on and it's due to cam and crankshaft sensors. Drove the car to work today
the car stalled out again completely shut itself off. Once again had to pull over on the side of the
rode the best I could turn the car off and thankfully it turned back on. Called Nissan today spoke
with a consumer affairs supervisor named [xxx] and they are telling me that my VIN is not
included in the recall for this claim on crankshaft sensors and that they would be able to
forward my information to a regional office for consumer affairs and see if they can get them to
pay for the parts but in the mean time I have to get a diagnostics report done on the car at a
Nissan dealership and I have to pay for the diagnostics report and they will not waive it for me
and in order to get approval for the parts I have to get the diagnostics report. So they
transferred me to a dealership in albany NY a Nissan dealership service department spoke with
a guy named ed he said they would need my car for hours and can not provide me with a rental,
can not waive the diagnostics fee and they wouldn't be able to get my car in until aweek from
now. This is outrageous. People are going to end up being seriously injured if not killed by this
malfunction. Information redacted pursuant to the freedom of information act foia , 5 u. While at
a red light, the power on my Nissan Altima shut off without warning. After trying to turn over the
ignition several times, the vehicle finally started. Upon calling my mechanic,he advised that this
has been a typical problem for this model and that he believed there was a recall. I called and
have been advised by Nissan that there was a recall but my VIN wasn't part of the recall.
However, Nissan was unable to provide which vehicles were actually part of the recall! What if
the vehicle stopped on an interstate highway while driving at 65 mph? I would like verifiable
information on what vehicles this recall covered, as Nissan seems to be deflecting some of their
responsibility. Handling of the Nissan Altima crank shaft sensor recall is completely
unacceptable. No notice of the recall was ever sent, which meant we found out the hard way:

when the car stalled out in the middle of a major highway, without warning exactly as described
in the recall that wasn't sent I only found the recall after a local non-Nissan mechanic told me
about it, and then when I brought it into the dealer, they didn't understand the nature of the
recall. Please help!. Was able to drive to mechanic's shop. Issue was determined to be the
crankshaft position sensor by mechanic, and part was replaced with an oem part but this did
not resolve the problem so the sensor was removed and replaced with the sensor that was
pulled out. Issue was determined to be crankshaft position sensor, which was replaced. One
day and 20 miles later the problem has manifested itself. Check engine came on and car does
not want to start. This sensor was part of a previous recall for Altimas but I was told my car
when checking VIN was not part of the recall. I have to take the car back to the Nissan
dealership. Problem begun by my vehicle being hard to start. You could attempt to start the car
for 5 or so minutes without success. You could wait about 10 minutes and try again and the
vehicle would eventually start but run pretty rough. It would also perform with poor power
during operation. The problem got worse when the "service engine soon" light came on. Now
the engine shuts down while you are driving. This has happened on 4 to 5 different occasions.
The engine will re-start but runs rough. I'm afraid that this could happen at the wrong place and
time my wife and family can be hurt or killed. I read a recall on defect of the crank position
sensor which causes the identical symptoms that my car has but when I took it to cannon
Nissan at jackson ms. The service manager told me that my Nissan Altima was not included in
that recall. What can be done to correct this? Thank you in advance for your care and
assistance. I was driving at approx 25 mph when all of a sudden the engine cutoff with no
warning. Was able to coast the car to the side of the road, restart, and drove to dealership
immediately. A recall exists for same make and model, but car VIN is excluded. This problem
seems to be very common and widespread after doing some online research. The dealership's
parts manager also stated this was a very common problem. I find it very disturbing that Nissan
would knowingly risk passenger safety by not recalling and covering the cost of repair for a well
maintained car that is having the same issue as others in the same make and model year. Dealer
scanned for trouble codes p,p Was told that there was no recall for this situation. Found out
later thru the internet that there were incidents concerning 'cps'. The dealer should fix this with
no charge. Nhtsa 07v recall explains the problem. Also see recall id from Nissan. While driving
on the i95 the car shut off and would not restart at 55mph. Thank god, I did not get into an
accident and was able to coast over to the guardrail. I had to have my car towed to my mechanic
that informed me it appeared to be the crankshaft sensor and said since it was a recall item I
should have it brought to my local Nissan dealer. I had the car towed to miller Nissan in fairfield
CT and informed them of my mechanics findings. They checked the car and told me it was the
fuel pump and replaced it even with me expressing that my current mechanic already checked
that. After replacing the fuel pump they called me back and said it still wasn't working. It ended
up being the ecm along with another sensor!! I expressed how upset I was that this sensor
failed why I was driving at a high speed on the highway! I am currently working with Nissan
corporate recall department because everything I'm reading is still indicating that the crankshaft
sensor could cause malfunctions in other sensors in the car!! My daughter was driving home
from work in my Nissan Altima when the car suddenly stopped running, the steering wheel froze
and she nearly ran off the road. Thank goodness there were no other cars coming and she was
able to pull off the road with no incident. I pulled the codes and found it to be the p crankshaft
position sensor and p engine speed sensor. After searching the web, it appears there are many
people with the same issue. R that states exactly what did happen - the check engine light came
on and the engine stopped without warning. The remedy is that a dealer replace the crankshaft
position sensor. So, I called Nissan, found the other recall that is related to the sensor, took the
car to the dealer barely - I drove and the car stopped twice - again, lucky there was no crash.
The dealer called and said he could not fix this recall because the sensor was bad. Now I have
to go back and pickup the car and pray again that I don't have a crash coming home. Seems
totally unreasonable that Nissan would have a recall for this exact problem - the crankshaft
position sensor - for, among many others, Altimas and yet there are many people out there with
these cars that Nissan won't fix. And pray every time I get in it that we don't end crashing the
car, hurting myself, my young twins, my older daughter or anyone else on the road. This is a
severely dangerous issue and Nissan should replace all cars - not just a select few. I bought the
car in may Up until June , no problems other than regular maintenance. Car overheats and has
been since June on and off. Have had problems with car not starting, engine turns over but
won't start. I have to keep putting anti-freeze in car before I drive it every few days if I don't the
heater blows out hot air, then cold which is when overheating occurs. White smoke coming out
of exhaust pipe. They did tune up, replace battery and fixe the broken seal. I'm a nervous wreck
driving it because I'm afraid I'll get stuck somewhere. Vehicle suddenly turned off and

dangerously stalled while driving at low speed without any warning. After several attempts of
trying to start it, it finally did and I drove it for about 10 miles without no further incidents.
Engine light came on and I took it to dealer who diagnosed it as the failure of the crank shaft
position sensor which had earlier been reprogrammed in due to a recall to avoid such a sudden
stall from happening. Nissan was not helpfull other than replacing the same sensor from and
charge you a bomb for it. Nissan north America can a do a better job when addressing their
recalls rather than providing a band aid solution to their recalls. During their recall campaign,
they should have replaced this sensor from the get go rather than just reprogramming the ecm
which still didnt address critical issue of safety for such a sensor failing without any warning.
Crankshaft position sensor bad, part has a known defect from the supplier yet Nissan will not
replace or call recall notice. Car can shut down while driving, high risk for fatality. My car's
"service engine soon" light initially came on Sunday, January 29th. Shortly after, my car was
beginning to jerk while driving on the highway and felt as if the engine was sputtering while on
local roads. We took it to auto zone for a diagnostic and two issues were discovered: the speed
signal circuit as well as the crankshaft position sensor has been malfunctioning and needed to
be replaced. After some research, we found that several thousand Nissan Altimas were recalled
due to the crankshaft position sensor malfunctioning with a possibility of damage and injury.
We contacted Nissan village and were informed that my VIN number was not on the list of
recalled vehicles. I have owned quite a few cars and I have never heard of this part needing to
be replaced. We have no choice but to get the vehicle repaired as we have children but wanted
to make sure this complaint was lodged for reporting purposes. We will also be contacting
Nissan to inform them of this issue and our dissatisfaction with the fact that the Nissan
dealership wants to charge us for a repair that should be covered under a past recall. Thank
you. Vehicle has stalled - engine stopped - in traffic several times. The cam and crank shaft
sensors are the cause of this issue and Nissan refuses to recall these parts. It is absurd that the
same parts have been recalled for other Altimas built in the same year, yet several vins,
including mine, were excluded. The recall for my VIN was to reprogram the computer to prevent
the failed parts from telling the computer to shut the car off. This recall has done nothing to
prevent the issue. This is a safety issue, not only for myself and my family but also other
drivers. This issue has been reported numerous times on the internet by other drivers. Will not
start,replaced crank an cam sensor nothing they are recalls on these cars for lots of problems I
purchased this car thinking it was a good car for my wife two days later it leaves her an my
daughter stuck on the freeway. I have done resets nothing works is there something yall can
help me with im out of pocket cause this car. Can I take it to Nissan dealer an they fix it for a
recall. Car Problems. Crankshaft Position Sensor problem of the Nissan Altima 1. Crankshaft
Position Sensor problem of the Nissan Altima 2. Crankshaft Position Sensor problem of the
Nissan Altima 3. Crankshaft Position Sensor problem of the Nissan Altima 4. Crankshaft
Position Sensor problem of the Nissan Altima 5. Crankshaft Position Sensor problem of the
Nissan Altima 6. Crankshaft Position Sensor problem of the Nissan Altima 7. Crankshaft
Position Sensor problem of the Nissan Altima 8. Crankshaft Position Sensor problem of the
Nissan Altima 9. Crankshaft Position Sensor problem of the Nissan Altima Electrical System
problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Crankshaft Position Sensor problems. Ignition problems.
Battery problems. Wiring problems. Starter problems. Camshaft Position Sensor problems.
Software problems. Fitted very well on my Nissan Altima 2. Working really well ever since I
replaced it.. Very satisfied with the product. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order:
Alternator Coupler. Alternator Decoupler Pulley. Alternator Decoupler Pulley Tool. Alternator
Pulley. Battery Fuse. Battery Terminal. Camshaft and Crankshaft Position Sensor Kit. Clutch
Starter Safety Switch. Coil Boot. Computer Control Relay. Direct Ignition Coil. Direct Ignition
Coil Boot. Direct Ignition Coil Boot Kit. Direct Ignition Coil Spring. Direct Ignition Coil and Boot
Assembly. Engine Camshaft Position Sensor Connector. Engine Crankshaft Position Sensor
Connector. Engine Oil Pressure Sensor. Exhaust Temperature Sensor. Ignition Coil. Ignition
Coil Connector Kit. Ignition Coil Kit. Ignition Coil Set. Ignition Coil and Spark Plug Kit. Ignition
Coil and Valve Cover Kit. Input Shaft Speed Sensor Connector. Knock Sensor. Knock Sensor
Connector. Reference Sensor. Spark Plug. Spark Plug Connector. Spark Plug Set. Spark Plug
Tube. Spark Plug Tube Seal Set. Valve Cover. Vapor Canister Purge Solenoid. Vapor Canister
Vent Solenoid. Vapor Canister Vent Valve. Variable Timing Solenoid. Variable Timing Solenoid
Kit. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Body Sheet Metal. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control.
Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and
Hardware. Beck Arnley. DIY Solutions. Spectra Premium. Standard Motor Products. Shop By
Vehicle. Replacement Crank Position Sensor. Click to Enlarge. Product Remark: 2. Shipping
Options: Free Ground Shipping. Replacement Reference Sensor. Notes: Engine Crankshaft
Position Sensor -- 3. API Reference Sensor. SKP Reference Sensor. Features: OEM Part. Hitachi

Reference Sensor. Hitachi Crank Position Sensor. Hitachi W Crank Position Sensor. Product
List Price:. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Beck Arnley Reference Sensor.
Dorman Reference Sensor. Features: Precise match for the fit and function of the original
equipment sensor Matches the factory-style connector for plug-and-play installation Original
Equipment Quality Has undergone extensive testing to ensure a quality fit and long service life.
Package Contents 1 Camshaft Position Sensor. Dorman Crank Position Sensor. Detailed Notes:
Due to the numerous previous supersessions of older versions of this sensor, the replacement
sensor may look slightly different from the sensor on the vehicle, and the installation
orientation and connector may be in a somewhat different clock position. Nissan service info
recommends replacing both cam and crank sensors at the same time to reduce comebacks.
Depending on brand, some sensors may not include the o-ring. This o-ring is available
separately if needed. Standard Motor Products Reference Sensor. Walker Reference Sensor.
Features: Designed to meet or exceed OE specifications in form, fit and function. Direct fit
replacement. Direct fit connectors Walker Products sensors are engineered using high quality
components and materials to ensure proper fit and response. All sensors go through an
ongoing fit, form, and function process and meet or exceed OE specifications. Features: Walker
Products sensors are engineered using high quality components and materials to ensure
proper fit and response. Designed to meet or exceed OE specifications in form, fit and function.
Direct fit connectors. Spectra Premium Reference Sensor. Forecast Reference Sensor. Denso
Reference Sensor. Delphi Crank Position Sensor. Holstein Reference Sensor. Features: Holstein
focuses on using only the highest quality materials, manufactured to exacting standards for an
aftermarket product that is truly built to match or exceed the OE part Manufactured with
premium materials to withstand the elements and to ensure proper function Grommets, screws,
and other hardware are included to ensure proper fit and routing within the car chassis Wire
harness comes with protective sleeve to prevent wires to damage Holstein Crankshaft Position
Sensor line has superior coverage for domestic and import applications. Prenco Reference
Sensor. Prenco 4D Reference Sensor. Ramco Reference Sensor. NGK Reference Sensor.
Features: OE-style brackets, hold downs, hardware, spacers and weather-tight connectors.
O-rings and seals included where applicable. TPI Reference Sensor. Forecast Crank Position
Sensor. Vemo Crank Position Sensor. Vemo Reference Sensor. Replacement September 27th,
Posted by Fits perfectly. Walker March 25th, Posted by saving money. Catalog: E. Vehicle
Nissan Altima. Vehicle Engine Transmission Nissan Altima. Catalog: P. Vehicle Engine Nissan
Altima. Catalog: S. Catalog: Q. Catalog: B. Catalog: H. Catalog: A. Vehicle Transmission Nissan
Altima. Catalog: C. I check the timing, is ok, the cps line to the ecu, ok I, change the ecu and the
bcm the same thing, I dont fine any information of this car, I somebody can help me with the
wiring diagram, y don, know this car, if you start the engine and disconnect the crank position
sensor, the engine continue on, I dont know what else do? Let's run through this material and
let us know if you have questions. Was this answer helpful? Thanks Images Click to enlarge
Was this answer helpful? Why would this happen? I attached the way these sensors work. As
you can see there is a magnet in the end of the sensor and it picks up the high spots of the tone
wheel and that changes the voltage that the sensor is sending to the ECM and this is how it
knows the position. With a weak signal the ECM may not start the engine until it figures out the
position. If you still have the original sensor, pull this sensor back out and compare them if you
have not done that. Just make sure the depth of the sensors are exact. If they are the same, I
would exchange for another one from the store. They should return it with no issues.
Aftermarket sensors are not that great so if you get another one, you may want to get your
money back and then buy a sensor from Nissan. They are probably a little more expensive but
are better quality. Let me know what happens and we can go from there. It detects the
fluctuation of the engine revolution. If you look at pic 1 below, it shows what the sensor looks
like. Here is a link that explains how in general one is replaced. Take a look through it and see if
it helps. When you install the new one, place a small amount of motor oil on the o-ring to
prevent damage when installing. Also, there are no relearn procedures required. Let me know if
this helps or if you have other questions. Take care, Joe Image Click to enlarge Was this answer
helpful? The Camshaft sensor is located at rear of cylinder head. Item 16 is tha cam sensor.
Crankshaft position sensor replacement instructions please? I change the engine, after that, I
have crank to much to star de engine, some time star fast and some time I have to wait 5 o 10
minute cranking the engine to start. It sounds like this needs a crank sensor so if it were me, I
would go ahead and replace this and retest. Thanks Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. I
need to replace the sensor on this car? I am attaching the information on how to replace this
and its location. I replaced the crank position sensor now the car was having start up issues
and shaking. If this was not doing this prior to replacing the crank sensor then I suspect you
either have an issue with this sensor or the air gap is not correct. My sister in law broke down

on interstate Hi, The crankshaft position sensor is located on the cylinder block rear housing
facing the gear teeth cogs of the signal plate at the end of the crankshaft. Take care, Joe Image
Click to enlarge. Hi ernest fuentes, Thank you for the donation. The crankshaft sensor is located
on right rear of cylinder block, facing the gear teeth cogs of the signal plate at end of
crankshaft, below the starter motor. Item 3 is the crank Sensor. Hello ernest fuentes The
camshaft sensor is located by the driver side, Below Throttle Body. The crankshaft sensor is
located is located driver side rear side of engine. To replace either sensor you will need a 10mm
metric bolt and a ratchet wrench. Don't forget the rubber o-ring. You're done! My Altima 2. I
ignored it for a few weeks until the service engine soon light came on and became hard to start
when the engine was hot. Took it to Advance Auto to have the codes checked out. The codes
are P Crankshaft position sensor and P Engine speed sensor. I replaced the crankshaft position
sensor but now the car is hard to crank all the time and the codes are still there. I thought the
replacement sensor may have been bad so I took it back and got another one and replaced it.
Still the same issue. The sensor is the new style with the metal casing, though it is aftermarket.
The car seems to run fine but it's hard to start and I can't get the codes to clear. I have searched
the internet over to find an answer. It seems like a lot of people are having the same problem
but I haven't seen an answer. Any thoughts? Hello, Some aftermarket sensors are made cheaply
with an incorrect winding resistance which can make them act strange. I would buy a factory
unit and try that. Also if you haven't replaced your spark plugs recently please do that, you
would be surprised at what problems old plugs can cause. Crankshaft sensor located? Hi ernest
fuentes,Welcome to 2carpros and TY for the donation. Camshaft position sensor Crankshaft
position sensor Was this answer. SES light came on about 3 months ago. The code given was
for the crank shaft positioning sensor. I did not notice any difference in the way it drove. I later
drove trough some water accidentally and the light went off. It stayed off for 2 months and has
just come back on. The dealer is telling me that this is not covered by the warranty. Is this a real
problem or can it be ignored. Good morning, It should never be ignored. When there is a fault,
the light comes on. If you ignore it, you will most likely end up on the side of the road broken
down. I attached a couple of pictures for you of the location. It is held by a 10mm bolts and a
connector. Where is the crank shaft sensor located on a Nissan Altima? Crankshaft Position
Sensor 2. Crankshaft Position Sensor 3. Engine Performance problem Nissan Altima 6 cyl Front
Wheel Drive Automatic where is the Crankshaft position senser located on a nissan Altima and
is it hard to replace do I need any tools for it? On the lower left rear of cylinder block -Yes you
need tools to remove it its not an unplug and plug in deal-see below Was this answer. Please
login or register to post a reply. Engine Wiring Diagrams Please? Most modern car engines use
a crankshaft sensor to monitor the engines crankshaft rotation. This sensor sends feedback
information to the cars computer which then adjusts Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's
Free! For more information go to Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best
option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE
replacement product for your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most affordable
brand name for replacement parts th We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version.
Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief
Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Crankshaft Position Sensor part. Returns Policy.
Quantity Sold. Showing 1 - 14 of 14 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to
cart. Part Number: WKP Part Number: BEC Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 14 of 14 results. Featured
Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Beck Arnley Crankshaft Position Sensor Beck Arnley is a
leading provider of quality automotive parts equivalent to OE structure, fit, and performance
together with the hard-to-find merchandise for cars, light trucks, and SUVs. Beck Arnley's years
of experience and proficiency in g Aug 14, Worked perfectly! James Webb. Purchased on Jul 31,
May 06, Very, very good! I was very impressed as to how qui
sp200 suzuki
daihatsu repair manuals
ford mustang repair manual pdf
ck it was delivered! I would definitely recommend you guys to others. Do keep up the good
work. I was very impressed with your quick delivery and the effectiveness of the product.
Kenneth Vincent. Purchased on Apr 27, Helpful Automotive Resources. The CKP monitors the
speed and position of the crankshaft, while the CMP monitors the speed and position of the
camshaft s. These two sensors each read an individual reluctor or. The PCM uses a closed-loop
air-fuel metering system and monitors the heated oxygen sensor signal voltage. It utilizes
various data from the sensors in the car, such as the oxygen sensors, manifold absolute
pressure. Despite the varying names given by respective manufacturers, P code simply means
that the PCM believes the difference between the crankshaft position and the camshaft position

exceeds specification. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

